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AIR CHIEF’S H.Q. WINS FIRE SHIELD.

Air Marshal Sir Arthur Barratt, K.C. B. , C.M. G. > M.C., A.O.Ci-in-C. Technical

Training Command, has had the satisfaction of seeing his own headquarters team win the

command fire-fighting shield for the best five-man trailer pump team.

The competition was open to all stations throughout Technical Training Commandj

and the best two teams from each group in the Command competed in the final for the

shield at the R.A.F. school of Hire Fighting.

This -was what each team had to do:-

’’Manhandle” a trailer pump to a starting point.

Connect suction-hose to pump and water source.

Run out four lengths of hose, each a hundred ft. length.

Start up the pump and knock down two targets ‘with jets of water.

Repack all the equipment, and wheel the pump back to the starting line.

The winning, team, led by Cpl. Simmonds of Henley-on-Thames accomplished all this

in 2 minutes 30 seconds.

Sir Arthur congratulated the members of the team to whom he. presented medals and

afterwards watched a demonstration of the latest R. A.F. aircraft-fire-fighting technique.

Equipment used included a new six wheeled tender with foam jets and microphone equipped

control tower for fighting fires in the largest four engined bombers. Jets are pumped

by an independent motor which enables foam to be played upon aircraft whilst the tender

is manoeuvring under its own power.

Members of the National Fire Service demonstrated a turn-table ladder which extends

to a height of 150 ft. and is the largest in the British Empire.


